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Why Do Ghasts Cry??? 
Well, the ghasts were once in the normal world, but they kept on shooting 
fireballs everywhere. Notch became annoyed at them and banished them into the 
underworld(Nether). After that, they were so sad that they cried forever. 
 

well, notch could have taken away their fire 
power instead of make such a cute creature 
cry! 

They are SO CUTE!!!!!! 

They are fat, cute sounds, short 
waving tentacles, and beautiful red, 
flaming mouth 

cuteeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

They are so cute why couldn't they 
leave them in the normal world? 

Well, think of Notch as God. Before Jesus was 
born,there was a time when everyone in the 
world was the same race and spoke the same 
language. One day, man had the idea of 
building a ladder to heaven so they could see it 
for themselves. since they all spoke English 
and had no stereotypical attributes whatsoever 
all men got along and worked hard on the 
project. GOD, however, didn't like that Man 
was trying to get to his home. Instead of just 
making it impossible to build up to heaven he 
decided to make races,different languages and 



religions. Taking away the one thing that the 
people all had in common, their ladder 
collapsed over time. Now, this may have 
solved the ladder problem, but this created a 
much bigger problem over time, as the biblical 
lore goes. Does it really make sense to do this 
since it created a bigger problem than the one 
that existed before? does sending the Ghasts 
to the Nether because of their bad breath 
sound right? No, but we've gotten past it. No 
need to go into it further. 

Notch spawned them in the normal world when 
he created them. Then he got mad at them for 
shooting fireballs everywhere, so he banished 
them from being in the normal world. He sent 
them to the Nether. They cry forever until they 
are in the normal world again. 

I don't think Ghasts shoots fireballs 
everywhere because they are only 
hostile to players, and by the way, 
Ghasts dont stop crying even if they 
are in the Overworld. 
 

 


